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This workshop, the fourth meeting of ClassCrits, takes as its theme the criminalization of economic inequality. 

The dominance of “free market” economic theory and policy has been accompanied in the U.S. by increasing 

reliance on the criminal justice system to make and enforce economic policy. The criminal justice system is 

increasingly used to control persons and groups whose participation in formal markets is marginal at best. Many 

aspects of traditional immigration law have morphed into "crimmigration", appropriating domestic criminal law 

enforcement tools and redefining whole communities of workers and their families as "illegal people."   States 

and municipalities have criminalized the lives of homeless people, including those who are mentally ill.  

International markets in heroin, cocaine, and marijuana are the targets of a “war on drugs” fought through 

criminal justice (and military) methods.  Criminal law is used to deter and punish sex trafficking, and the 

criminal justice system buttresses, or substitutes for, welfare policy. At the same time, corporate wrongdoing 

has been lightly punished, if at all, and the drumbeat against “government” as the enemy of the people continues 

unabated. In this sense, economic inequality has not been “criminalized” at all. Quite the opposite, powerful 

interests encourage American citizens to see economic inequality as natural and good. Criminalizing Economic 

Inequality will provide an opportunity for legal scholars, economists,  policymakers, activists, and others to 

critically examine the relationship between state power and market power in upward redistribution and the 

continued spread of laissez-faire ideology.  

 
We invite panel proposals and paper presentations that speak to this year’s theme as well as to general 

classcrits themes.  See the following page for details. 

In addition, we extend a special invitation to junior scholars to submit proposals for works in progress. 

Each work in progress will be commented upon by a senior scholar as well as other scholars in a small, 

supportive working session. 

 
 

ClassCrits is a network of scholars and activists interested in critical analysis of law and economic relations. 

The global economic crisis, along with growing economic inequality and insecurity, suggests it is time to 

explore alternatives to the neoclassical or “free market” economic paradigm, often identified with the U.S. 

“Law and Economics” movement. We aim to revive discussions of questions of class pushed to the margins or 

relegated to the shadowy past, considering the possible meaning and relevance of economic class to the 

contemporary context. We also hope to better integrate the rich diversity of economic methods and theories into 

law by exploring and engaging non-neoclassical and heterodox economics. The name “ClassCrits” reflects our 

interest in focusing on economics through the lens of critical legal scholarship movements, such as critical legal 

studies, critical feminist theory, critical race theory, LatCrit, and queer theory. That is, we start with the 

assumption that economics in law is inextricably political and fundamentally tied to questions of systemic 

status-based subordination. 
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Possible Topics:  Criminalizing Economic Inequality   

 

* The enforcement of immigration law far from the U.S. border, by ICE and by the police 

*  The relationship between trade policy, immigration policy, and criminal justice 

*  The increase in laws tightening the uses of public space, especially those directed against 

the homeless 
*  The use of prison labor to produce goods and services for a larger market 

*  The construction of sex trafficking as a moral issue suitable for control by the criminal justice system, 

rather than an economic issue 

*  The use of remittances to send money from the U.S. to countries in the global South, and the use of the 

criminal justice system to punish the small businesses that organize and send remittances 

*The role of criminal justice in addressing the subprime mortgage crisis. 

 

In addition, we invite panel proposals that speak to the general themes of ClassCrits, including: 

 

*The legal and cultural project of constructing inequalities of all kinds as natural, normal, and necessary 

*The relationships among economic, racial, and gender inequality 

* The development of new methods with which to analyze and criticize economics and law (beyond 

traditional “law and economics”) 

* The relationship between material systems and institutions and cultural systems and institutions. 

 

 

LOGISTICS: 

The venue for the gathering is American University, Washington College of Law.  The workshop will begin 

with lunch on Friday Sept. 23 and continue through the afternoon of Sat. Sept. 24.  Arrangements are being 

made for conference hotels. Please check our website www.classcrits.org for further updates or email the 

conference planners. 

 

FEES: 

Attendees are responsible for their own travel and lodging expenses.   

 

CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE: 

 

Ezra Rosser, American University, Washington College of Law 

erosser@wcl.american.edu 

Angela Harris, University at Buffalo School of Law (Spring 2011) and UC Davis School of Law (beginning 

Fall 2011) angelaha@buffalo.edu 

Martha McCluskey, University at Buffalo School of Law 

mcclusk@buffalo.edu   

Athena Mutua, University at Buffalo School of Law 

admutua@buffalo.edu 

Teresa Miller, University at Buffalo School of Law 

tmiller@buffalo.edu 

 

DEADLINE: 

Please submit your proposal by email to classcrits@gmail.com by May 6, 2011. 

Contact the Conference Planning Committee with Questions.  
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